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NSF Sponsors
Math Lectures

Left to right: Barry Brothers, Mr. James Pettegrove, Ida Stuber,
Rick Smart and Pat Clark.

Clark To Edit ’63 Yearbook;
Four Others Elected to Board
At a meeting of the editorial
board of La Campana held Mon
day, January 8, five editors of the
1963 yearbook were elected. The
remaining four positions will be
filled after interested people have
been screened and their applica
tions reviewed by the Editorial
Board.
New editor-in-chief, Pat Clark,
is a member of Gamma Theta
Epsilon, the Paidean League, the
English Club, the baseball team,
the Newman Club, and is pres
ently recording secretary of Phi
Lambda Pi. He is an English
major and a Geography minor
and was assistant editor of the
1962 La Campana.
Barry Brothers, the photog
raphy editor, is an IA major and
member of Lambda Chi Delta,
also serving as Historian for the
Industrial Arts Guild. He was
the Montclarion photographer for
two years and was an assistant
photography editor of the 1962
La Campana.
Business Manager Ida Stuber
is a member of Delta Omicron Pi
sorority and the honorary soc
ieties Kappa Delta Pi and Pi
Omega Pi. She is also a member
of Epsilon Mu Epsilon, the Busi
ness Club and the Women’s Dorm
Council. She is a business major.

John Scanlon, communications
editor, served as assistant pho
tography editor of the 1962 year
book. Presently, he is a member
of the IA Guild and is president
of Phi Lambda Pi. He is an IA
major and a dorm student. He
is also a member of the Fire
Committee.
Sports editor, Rick Smart, also
served in that capacity on the
past staff. He is a Social Studies
major and an English minor, and
a member of the Phi Lambda Pi,
Thucydians, the Newman Club,
and the Veterans Club.
The yearbook staff has been
reorganized to keep abreast of
the changing times and changing
format of current yearbooks. It
has added the post of communi
cations editor whose chief func
tion will be to inform the student
body of the progress, plans, and
activities of the La Campana or
ganization. Dropped from the
staff were the typing and copy
editorships and the assistant
editorship has been changed to
managing editor. The selection
policy for editorships has also
been changed in order to attract
the most interested and qualified
people for staff membership. The
editorships are decided by a
(Continued to Page 3, Col. 5)

Players W ill Tour;
^Tryouts Held Soon

Two Mathematics l e c t u r e s
sponsored by the National Sci
ence Foundation and Montclair
State College are to be presented
March 3, 1962 and March 17,
1962, at 10:30 a.m. in room 108 of
Finley Hall.
The first of the Saturday morn
ing series is a lecture by Dr.
Meserve of the Montclair Mathe
matics Department titled “Top
ology for Teachers—A Discussion
of the Concepts of Topology
Suitable for the High School
Students.” Topology is a special
ized form of geometry.
Miss Veryl Schult, the Super
vising Director of Public Schools
in the District of Columbia, will
discuss “A New Look at the Old
Mathematics—A Discussion of
the Transition Period in Junior
High School Mathematics.”
The Saturday morning lectures
are open to Montclair students
and the public.

Light Up the Sky, a comedy by
Moss Hart, will be performed by
Players on a tour of USO mili
tary bases in Iceland this July.
The first New Jersey college
group ever chosen for this tour,
Players was recommended to the
USO by the American Educa
tional Theater Association, which
screened 120 applications for this
tour. One of nine college theatre
groups chosen on the basis of
past performances and merit,
Players will give 15-20 perform
ances of the play with a crew of
fourteen people, including actors,
technicans, make-up and ward
robe assistants. The Army will
pay expenses and also will give
a reimbursement of $7 a day
spending money to the touring
students. A special credited
course on Icelandic history, geog
raphy, and people will be offered
at Montclair for the students who

desire to become acquainted be
forehand with the frozen North
land.
The play, itself, directed by
Dr. L. H. Fox of the speech de
partment, is a farce about the
show business world with carica
tures of its “interesting” inhabit
ants. Tryouts for Light Up the
Sky will be held in College High
Auditorium, Thursday, February
15, 7:00-9:30 p.m. and Tuesday,
February 22, 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Scripts are available in the li
brary and Dr. Fox recommends
early session attendance. Stu
dents wishing to try out must
be able to go on tour for the
month of July. Results will be on
the call board in the auditorium
lobby. Final casting will occur in
early March. The whimsical cre
ation of the late Moss Hart is
scheduled for May 3, 4, 5 and 7
and SGA card credited.
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Hellenic Association Donates
Four Classics To Montclair

MSC Duo Sums Up
Geography Studies
In the years following World

Jflar H, American Education has

shown growing interest in the
teaching of geography. In the face
of great concern about the im
provement and development of
geography programs, the New
Jersey Geography Newsletter,
published periodically by the
New Jersey Council for Geo
graphic Education has in the
January issue, presented an ar
ticle dealing with the results of
a study to determine the status of
geography in the secondary
schools in New Jersey.
This article, “The Status of
Geography in ■ the Secondary
Schools of New Jersey,” was
written by Dr. Daniel Jacobson
of Montclair State College and
Leeanna Del Duca, a senior Eng
lish major, Geography minor,
who is presently student teaching
at Morris Hills Regional High.
The study summary delves into
the status of geography in New
Jersey High Schools, revealing
that geography is taught in more
secondary schools in New Jersey
Notice—There are four editor
ships as yet unfilled on the 1963
La Campana staff—art, literary,
seniors, and managing. Those in
dividuals interested should at
tend the interviews which will be
held in the publications office at
3:30 next Tuesday and Wednes
day, February 13 and 14.

than the national average, “the
teaching of the discipline is not
in a state of healthful vigor.”
The funds for the study were
provided by the New Jersey
Council for Geographic Education
and the Iota Chapter, Gamma
Theta Upsilon at MSC, of which
Miss Del Duca is vice president.
A supplementary map depicting
the areas of New Jersey studied
by the MSC team/ was drawn by
Angelo Costa, an MSC English
major, geography minor, who is
p r e s i d e n t of the “Montclair
Chapter” of Gamma Theta Up
silon.
“E s p e c i a l l y interested in
whether or riot New Jersey was
participating in the apparent
trend towards more geographic
instruction, the courses which
were offered, the calibre of in
struction a hd future plans which
are being inade for the teaching
of geography,” the co-authors
sent questionnaires to all of the
accredited schools of the state.
Answers ‘from 77.7% were re
ceived and on the basis of these
findings, inadequacies of the
existing pattern of geographic
education! were revealed and sev
eral excellent recommendations
suggested) for the future. It is
hoped by] the authors that thenstudy will lead to a more ade
quate program for the training
of geography teachers of to
morrow.

President Partridge accepts gift from AHEPA.

Doctors Meserve And Sobel
Write High School Math Text
Dr. Bruce Meserve and Dr.
Max Sobel of the Mathematics
Faculty of Montclair State Col
lege have published a new book
that will be available in late Feb
ruary entitled MATHEMATICS
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS.
It introduces new approaches
to secondary school mathematics
and provides broad mathematic
background for both the junior
and senior high school teacher.
Tested over three years of inservice programs for teachers it
incorporates a structure for easy
reference in the major areas of
arithmetic, algebra, and geom
etry.
This comprehensive book pro
vides secondary school teachers
of mathematics with the mathe
matical background to under
stand and interpret current cur
riculum recommendations. The
text offers fresh insights into as
pects of modem mathematics. Its
selected material is based upon
lectures to groups of in-service

junior and senior high school
mathematics teachers.
The lectures comprise an in
terpretation of recommendations
for the mathematics curricula
and an understanding of modem
concepts of mathematics as an aid.
to improving their classroom
teaching.

Seniors To Redirect
Plays F o r Assembly
“If Men Played Cards As
Women Do” directed by Jim
Treloar and a scene from Anas
tasia directed by Bill Jacobs are
scheduled for the February 13,
1962 assembly program. The two
plays, originally senior term
projects, were selected by speech
majors and faculty on a special
request by the Assembly Com
mittee for this presentation.
Since many seniors are practice
teaching, the plays are subject
to change if leave of absence is
granted by the cooperating school
administration.

The American Hellenic Edu
cational Progressive Association
has donated seven new volumes
of Greek classical literature to
the Montclair State College li
brary. The presentation by Peter
Kouatis of the AHEPA Eagle
Rock Chapter 375 was made Jan 
uary 31, 1962, in the office of
President E. DeAlton Partridge,
with the Montclair student rep
resentative of AHEPA present.
The gift of classical works, the
first to be presented to a local
college, includes two volumes of
The Dialogues of Plato translated
by Jewett, Basic Works of Aris
totle, two unabridged volumes of
The Greek Historians and two
volumes of the Complete Greek
Drama.
Founded in Atlanta, Georgia, in
1922, the Order of AHEPA is a
fraternal organization which is
non-political and non-sectarian.
Interested in promoting the clas
sics, its influence extends to
forty-nine states and Canada, and
the Order plans to make more
donations of classical literature
to other colleges in the future.

Papprs Players
To Act 'Caesar'
The college auditorium will
reverberate with Shakespeare’s
Julius Caesar presented in a 2:30
p.m. and 8:30 performance by
the actors of the Joseph Papp
Company of New York on March
24, 1962.
Invited through the co-spon
sorship of the College Develop
ment Fund and Players, this
Shakespearean touring company
is the same group which pre
sented Romeo and Juliet here
last year. Their winter season is
devoted to touring New York
area schools and colleges while
the summer season finds the
company entertaining the public
in Central Park.
Reserved seats for the 2:30 p.m.
performance are $1.50 for stu
dents and $2.00 for adults or
$2.50 for all tickets at the 8:30
performance.
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W e Take
This Opportunity—
To Commend . . .

From the
President's
Desk

. . . Boosters because they have finally begun to take
an active part in the sponsoring function they should be so
vitally interested in. This organization has appeared at the
home basketball games to sell refreshments and this is a
step in the right direction. We are glad to see that the or
ganization has taken the first, if halting, step to become a
vital part of the sports picture at Montclair. We commend
their efforts and hope that they will continue along the same
lines for the remainder of the semester and well into next
year.

And—
. . . the operators of the second-hand book store for a
job Well done. They have worked efficiently, and the service
they have rendered should not be overlooked. W e sincerely
hope that these efforts will continue next semester, and are
sure that the present success will be more than doubled
in the future.

And—
. . . the SGA on the inauguration of the much-talked
about lecture series. The introduction of such a series on
the MSC campus will undoubtedly benefit all those who
seize the opportunity before them. W e encourage the stu
dent body to support these lectures in order that this type
of cultural activity may continue.

And—
We wish to take this opportunity to commend the staff
of Quarterly for the excellent issue they have just produced.
This is truly a fine achievement. The poetry selections are
thoughtful and meritorious. The idea of photographic -dec
orations is both eye-pleasing and artistically rewarding.
This fine achievement is a definite accomplishment of which
the staff of Quarterly can be justly proud. We commend this
issue to both students and faculty alike . . .

However. . .
. . . we find that it is indeed unfortunate that the regular
book store should prove so inadequate. It is our opinion
that a college bookstore should contain a wide selection of
books along with its supply of night gowns, bobbypins, and
razor blades. Pocket books of a sort that would appeal to
college students should definitely be- maintained. Prices
should be kept at a bare minimum and the necessity of a
profit should be the farthest thought from the mind of the
book store’s operators.

And—
. . . The situation concerning marks is also a very bad
point. Why must the informing of students concerning their
final grades in courses for the first semester be delayed until
the second semester is well underway? Because of this
marking-lag, many students do not know whether they
should register for courses in the second semester contingent
on a reasonably good grade in a first semester course. If the
registrar’s office must take so long to send out marks, could
it not be possible for professors to be permitted to reveal to
students their final grades? The situation as it now exists is
far from adequate and a solution must be found.

Oops!
Just to set the record straight, we would like to correct an error
which appeared in last week’s Montclarion. On page 3, the storyheadlined “Montclair Alumnus Writes Fuel Story” carried the infor
mation that Dr. Rufus Reed was former head of the Science depart
ment at Western Reserve. This is incorrect. Dr. Reed was on the staff
of Western Reserve for one summer session, but was never head of
the department. He served as head of the Science Department at
Montclair State College.
Then too, last week’s Who’s Whose column carried an unfortunate
mistake. It was stated that Nancy Staniszewski was engaged to John
Mulholland. According to the young man, this is untrue. This is an
unfortunate mistake and we regret it.

SGA Minutes

The various phases of the
building program at Montclair
State College are now moving
ahead and as the spring weather
approaches it will move into high
gear very definitely. A run-down
on the various projects indicates
the status at the present time.
The new men’s dormitory is
progressing according to sched
ule. It was delayed for a time
because of a strike in the pre
stress concrete industry. There is
now every expectation that this
building will be ready for oc
cupancy in September, 1962.
1
The music building is now
moving ahead and will wait
mostly upon weather. If there is
favorable weather it will cer
tainly be on schedule and prob
ably will be ready for occupancy
in September. This is not a com
plicated building and unless there
are unforeseen difficulties, it will
meet the schedule outlined above.
The Finley Hall addition is a
complicated building. It involves
laboratories with complicated
plumbing and electrical installa
tions. Furthermore, it is a three
story structure. However, the
builder is pushing ahead and
there is every evidence that there
will be occupancy there sometime
during the academic year 19621963.
The Harry A. Sprague Library
has met with some delay. It was
necessary to re-draw the specifi
cations for this building in order
to provide for an alternate type
of structure other than the pre
stress concrete which is being
used in the other buildings. There
is only one manufacturer of pre
stress concrete. This means that
bidders are reluctant to make
estimates of buildings using this
type of construction, so the archi
tect and the State College Con
struction Co-ordinator were of
the opinion that better bids might
be received if an alternate kind
of construction was provided in
the specifications. These alterna
tives have now been completed
and the building Should go out for
bid in the near future.
Grace Freeman Hall, the new
women’s dormitory, should go out
for bid in the very near future.
The plans have been completed.
Specifications are all in order and
the building should be advertised
in the very near future. Occu
pancy of this building will be
late in 1962-1963.
The renovation work that is
being done on College Hall is ac
cording to the long-term plan for
this building but it is not actually
the main renovation which will
happen to this building as a re»*» i*? ****"
suit of the last bond issue. Flans
for the renovation of College Hall
are now being drawn and will be
studied carefully by the college
administration and the State Co
ordinator of the building pro
gram.
EDP

The tenth regular meeting of for the telephone directory, which
the 1961-62 Board of Trustees amounted to $550, and also $100
was called to order at 4:40 p. m., for various expenses which were
by President Ken Villani.
enumerated for the Board.
The minutes of the ninth regu
President Villani requested
lar meeting were read and cor that the Citizenship Committee
present a report, enumerating in
rected.
dividual expenses, to Maxine
Committee Reports:
Finance—Maxine Levy presented Levy.
A motion was made by Mindy
the S.G.A. financial statement for
the period ending on December Nemeth and seconded that the
Board of Trustees appropriate
31, 1961.
Mr. Neuner spoke to the Board $650 from the Board of Trustees
to the Citizenship Committee.
about our surplus of funds.
Maxine Levy presented the The motion was withdrawn.
A motion was made by Mindy
homecoming expenditures to fra
ternities and sororities, from the Nemeth and seconded that the
Board of Trustees appropriate
previous year.
$550 from the Board of Trustees
Old Business:
Bookkeeper—Maxine Levy an to the Citizenship Committee.
nounced that Nick Gaurino has The motion was carried unani
consented to be pur bookkeeper mously.
A motion was made by Ken
for the term February 1 to June
30, for a fee of $300. It was re Wolff and seconded that Phi
ported that Ann Cleerden has Sigma Epsilon be allowed to
decided to retire from the posi charge $2.00 a couple and 25<i for
boosters for their dance on Feb
tion of S.G.A. bookkeeper.
A motion was made by Bill ruary 12, from 8 to 12 p. m. The
Graf and seconded to replace Ann motion was carried unanimously.
Cleerden with Nick Guarino, as Metropolitan State College Com
S.G.A.’s bookkeeper. The motion mittee — President Villani re
ported that we have received a
was carried unanimously.
A motion was made by Bob letter from Hofstra College, which
Moore and seconded to hire Nick enclosed a questionnaire as to
Guarino as S.G.A.’s bookkeeper whether or not we would be in
for the term of February 1 to terested in participating in the
June 30, for a fee of $300. The organization. It was decided that
motion was carried unanimously. we would wait until a later date
President Villani extended the to make a definite decision on
Board’s appreciation to Mr. Neu this organization.
ner and the treasury staff for Lecture Series — At the next
meeting there will be a sign-up
their work with our finances.
sheet for ticket sales for the Basil
Cosla Collection:
A motion was made by Ken Rathbone lecture.
Wolff and seconded to take the Parking—Bill Graf reported that
motion concerning the Cosla col a meeting was held with Mr. Har
lection off the table. The motion mon; there is a possibility of setwas carried unanimously.
(Continued to Page 5, Col. 5)
A motion was made by Ken
Wolff, and seconded that the
S.G.A. Board of Trustees, donate
up to $1000 to the College De
velopment Fund for the Cosla
collection. The motion was car
Published by the Bureau of Student Publications
ried unanimously.
Printed by The Varsity Press, Bloomfield, N. J.
State College Inter-Relations
Committee: President Villani an
nounced that Trenton wants to
Co-Editors-in-Chief
host the first meeting; the first
Diane Morris
David Flaker
meeting will be held on February
iAdvisor: Morris G. McGee
18, at Trenton State. All Board
members are invited to attend.
Senior Advisors. . . Kathy Moon,
Sports Editor. .. .Richard Hilser
The organizational meeting will
Linda Reichenfeld
Typing Editor. . . . Arlene Kayser
be held on Monday, February 26, News Editor. . . . George Schmidt
Photography Editor.Jim Gouger
in the snack-bar. President Vil
Assistant................Frank Rega
Assistant........Ralph Edelbach
lani requested that a box be Feature Editor......... Tdny Solter
placed in the Montclarion an Copy Editor................. Pat Dosky
Headline Editor. . . Nancy James
nouncing this meeting.
Assistant..................Aim Dusha
Assistant............Joyce Steiger
Carillon—President Villani re Business Manager
............................................. Jo Ann Pojanowski
ported that nothing has been de
Advertising Manager .j............................................. Gerard J . Kennedy
cided; the carillon was here
A ssistant......................................................................... Sharon Scott
merely on a trial basis, and that
student opinion is against pur Circulation Manager . j ......................................................... Anne Davies
Research Manager . . . j.......................... Gigi Minsky, Bryna Ginsburg
chasing it.
Reporters: Florence Turnqui^t, Joe Snow, Don Shandler, Evelyn Omdal, Susan Stamm,
New Business:
Carol Painter, Kerry Meischner, Jeanette Braunsberg, Carol Manno, Jeanne Lowe, Cathy
Citizenship Committee — Pete McCrea, Joe Staub, Warren (Farrell, Pat Kedian, John Sallis, Jo Yurchuck, Veronica
Sattler,
P at Clark, Jay Okini Rocco Mastropietro
Clooney representing the citizen Advertising
Staff: Linda Bonella, Jan et Larsen, Charles' Lonegan
ship committee, requested funds Photographer: 'Paul Fox
f
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Two Essay Contests R eading o f Shakespeare To B e
Offer Winners $100 Highlight o f Rathbone Visit
The significance of LAW DAY
will be the topic of a short es
say contest sponsored by the New
Jersey Law Journal publication.
LAW DAY, designated last May 1
by President Kennedy, intends
to foster respect for law, to en
courage responsible citizenship
and to promote national strength
and unity.
The contest open to New Je r
sey college students permits the
individual to express his feelings
on the importance of LAW DAY
to society and what it means to
the nation in an essay of 2501000 words. Each of the three
winners chosen will receive a
$100 Savings Bond.
The typewritten, double-spaced
essay must be submitted to Mr.
Don M. Seigel of the English De
partment before the April 12
deadline. Further information re
garding this second annual con
test may be obtained from Mr.
Seigel.
The New Jersey Chapter of the
National Society of Arts and Let
ters is sponsoring a “Factual
Feature Writing” essay contest
with free choice of subject matter
within the general field of fac
tual feature writing.
Open to permanent or temp
orary New Jersey residents be
tween the ages of 18 and 30 years
old, the contest requires that en
tries appeal to the general read
ing public. No more than 1500
words, the essay, which might be
of interest to a magazine such
as McCall’s or Reader’s Digest,
must be typewritten, double-

Math Faculty Adds
Two New Members
Mr. Edward E. Bosman has
been appointed to the position
of Associate Professor of Math
ematics and Mathematics Educa
tion. Mr. Bosman received his
Bachelor’s Degree from East
Stroudsburg State College. He
received his Master of Arts de
gree from Teachers College of
Columbia University. Mr. Bos
man has taken graduate courses
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti
tute, Indiana University and
Ohio State University.
Mr. Martin A. Cohen has
recently been appointed as As
sistant Professor II, part time.
He received his B.S. degree from
the College of Engineering of
New York University and has
also accumulated sixty graduate
credits from New York Univer
sity’s Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences toward his Ph.D.
Valentine Dance
“Cupid’s Capers” tomorrow
evening at 8:00 in Life Hall,
presented by Phi Sigma Ep
silon fraternity. Admission is
two dollars per couple.

spaced, and have a one-inch
margin on all sides. For qualifi
cations, the article should be pre
sented to Don M. Seigel of the
English Department by noon
February 28, 1962, or mailed di
rectly to Mrs. W. A. Barrie, 23
Windwood Road, Bemardsville,
New Jersey, by midnight, Febru
ary 28.
The New Jersey winner will be
the recipient of $100 and will
automatically be sent into Na
tional Competition with an addi
tional award of $1000.
Three well-known professional
writers will judge the entries on
the basis of 100 points. Twentyfive points are given for tech
nical correctness and neatness;
ten for subject interest, clarity
and concise development; sixtyfive for style which is broken
into interesting style (10 points);
and mature use of vocabulary
(5 pts.), craftsmanship (25 pts.)
and literary ability (25 pts.)
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Monday, February 2, at
3:30, Chapin. French student
at Caldwell High School will
talk on French youth.
Wednesday, February 21,
New York. French film at 8:00
p.m.
Monday, February 26, at
7:45, Russ Lounge. “Le Bal,”
price fifty cents per person.

Joan Voss To Be On Television Panel$ Conference Topic:
Legal Voting A ge Is Discussion Topic
Joan Voss, class of 1962, will be
seen representing Montclair State
College in a televised panel dis
cussion with New Jersey’s Gov
ernor Richard J. Hughes. The
program, “Governor Hughes’
State House Conference,” will be
aired Sunday morning at 10:00.
Joan, along with students from
Fairleigh Dickinson and Seton
Hall will discuss the question
“should the legal voting age in
New Jersey be lowered to eight
een?”
Joan, a social studies major, is
secretary of the senior class. She
is a member of Delta Omicron Pi
sorority and of ROHWEC, the
honorary social studies frater
nity. Last year she was president
of the Russ Hall Dormitory Coun
cil, and is currently student
teaching at Fort Lee Intermediate
School. She spent last summer in
Germany as part of the Experi
ment in International Living Pro
gram.

The television show was taped
last Friday evening, February 2.
Only half of the program will
consist of the panel discussion.
The remaining fifteen minutes
will be devoted to a press inter
view with Governor Hughes.
During the taping session, Joan
expressed the view that the vot
ing age should remain at twentyone since at that age persons are
“less likely to be swayed by the
emotional appeals of a political
campaign.”
CAMP WAPALANNE
April 13-15 will be work
week-end at the camp for col
lege students. Thirty students
from MSC will be able to at
tend. Those interested should
sign up with Dr. Redd in the
Men’s Physical Education Of
fice, or on various sheets
posted around the campus. A
bus will leave the campus at
3:30 p.m., Friday, April 13.

$12,000 Granted To
Economics Center
Dr. Edward L. Dreyer, sècond
from left, of the Executive Com-

mittee of the Board of Directors
of the Young Presidents’ Organ
ization, is presenting the first part
of a $12,000 grant to the Center
for Economic Education at Mont
clair State College. Receiving the
presentation is Dr. E. DeAlton
Partridge, President of Montclair
State College, second from right.
Left to right: Walter Kops,
Executive Secretary of the New
Jersey Council on Economic Ed
ucation and Assistant Professor
of Social Studies at Montclair
State; Mr. Dreyer, who is Presi
dent of Adamas Carbide Corpor
ation in Kenilworth, New Jersey;
Dr. Theodore Boyden, Director of
College and University Programs
in the Joint Council on Economic
Education in New York City; Dr.
E. DeAlton Partridge; Fairman
Black, Jr., Assistant Secretary of
the Young Presidents’ Founda
tion. The Young Presidents’ Or
ganization, as its name implies
is a group of young executives
who take active part in the life
of the Community and the State.

Church Vocations

From March 2 to March 4 a
Church Vocations Conference
will be held at Princeton Theo
logical Seminary, Princeton, New
Jersey. The theme of this con
ference will be “Responsible
Paths of Christian Leadership.”
The main objective of this
meeting is to have lay people
examine varieties of professional
service in the church. This con
ference is open to college stu
dents who are undecided about
their life’s work and also to those
who want to enter one of the
varied areas of the Christian
ministry.
Activities at the conference in
clude a play, which will be a
Merlin Theatre production; also
talks by noted speakers and
group discussions will be on the
agenda. Panels and informal con
versation groups will also be ac
tivities open to any desirous par
ticipants. The program is ar
ranged to provide informal op
portunity for encounter and con
versation between the student
delegates and the conference
leaders.
Mr. Ralph Fanelli of the speech
department will accompany four
Montclair students to the Church
Vocations Conference. These stu
dents, Nancy Hatch, Joyce Nisski, Judith Ann Schust, and War
ren Farrell, are members of the
Montclair Protestant Foundation
and have volunteered to attend
this conference.

Speech Tour Set
The Speech Association of the
Eastern States is sponsoring a
charter. flight to Europe again
this year. The trip, which is open
to all students, will leave on
August 3 via Lufthansa, the Ger
man airline. First class accom
modations, including continental
meals and complimentary bar,
are included in the round trip
fare of $280. Those going will
return either from Milan or Paris
on September 4.
For an additional $500, an all
expense-paid tour of Europe will
be provided. All students inter
ested may obtain further infor
mation from Dr. Scholl of the
Speech Department.

An actor who has played 52
roles in 23 of William Shakes
peare’s works, Basil Rathbone
will devote one-half of his pro
gram to the Bard, when he brings
his unique dramatic presentation,
“An Evening with Basil Rath
bone” to the Montclair State Col
lege campus on March 7, 1962.
The first half of Mr. Rathbone’s
program will consist of works by
such literary greats as Poe,
Conan Doyle, Browning, Housman and others, while the second
portion of his presentation will
be devoted to Shakespeare.
One of the foremost interpret
ers of Shakespeare on the current
theatrical scene, Mr. Rathbone
served his acting apprenticeship
in repertory, playing a different
role in a different Shakespeare
piece every night of the week.
He feels that such training is the
only real way an actor can get
to know and understand the
plays.
He feels rather strongly that
“the academician has not been
a very good friend of Mr. Shake
speare’s,” explaining that, “these
plays—and their interpretation
—cannot be taught in a school.
They must be learned on a
stage.” A keen golfer, he says,
“You may theorize on golf until
the proverbial cow comes home,
but you will only learn to play
the game on a golf course. Much
the same holds true for learning
to play Shakespeare.”
The Bard’s life, Rathbone be
lieves, “should be most comfort
ing to all of us in a day and age
when accomplishment seems in
evitably to be related in one way
or another to a sort of sick non
conformity. Shakespeare was as
normal a person as one could
hope to meet. And yet he man
aged to turn out some of the most '
beautiful poetry and most mag
nificent drama that man hak ¿ver'
produced.
“If I were to crusade about
anything, I think what I’d like
to do is get together some people
with the simple objective of
proving you don’t have to be sick
to be good. I’m afraid day-today happenings in the entertain
ment world are tending to equate
oddness with talent.
“People like Robert Browning,
Arthur Conan Doyle, Elizabeth
Barrett, Housman, and other au- J
thors from whom ‘An Evening |
with Basil Rathbone’ is drawn,
were normal, happy, extremely
talented writers. Don’t ask me
why we don’t have many such
today. I wish I knew.”

PHI PLANS ANNUAL
CAMPUS QUEEN BALL
The men of Phi Lambda P i /
have announced that they wVfi 1
present their fifteenth annual
Campus Queen dance on Satur
day evening March 10, beginning
at 8:00 p.m.
The dance will be semi-formal
and all are invited to witness
the crowning of a new campus i
queen. Phi’s public relations rep -J
resentative also stated that m
new idea in a decoration schenie *
will be introduced which will
add to the regality of the affair.
The dance will be held in Life
Hall Cafeteria, and admission is
$2.50 per couple. Boosters will
also be sold and both can be
purchased from any member of
Phi.

Clark To Edit Yearbook
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
three-fourths majority vote' ir
the editorial board. Assistant c
itors shall be selected by t
editors they shall assist, aj
their appointment approved by
simple majority vote of the ec
torial board.
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Singing Satirists Arouse
Appreciation Everywhere

Jack Peters, creator and owner of a portable organ, demonstrates
the instrument for his mother, Mrs. Grace Peters.

Peters Builds Unique Organ;
4 Years' Work, $1000 Cost
More than 2,000 years ago the
Greeks contrived a musical con
traption which could produce
sounds with pipes. Since then,
the organ has evolved into the
largest and most powerful musi
cal instrument in the world.
Four years ago, Jack Peters,
then 17 and preparing to enter
Montclair State College as a
music major, took a ripened
dream and placed it on the draw
ing boards.
Today, Peters is the creator and
owner of what has been termed
the world’s smallest portable
organ of its kind, valued at
$4,000.
Originally designed as an ex
perimental model, Peters’ pipe
organ features 91 rebuilt tubes—
49 wood, 42 metal. With these
and the 49 ivory and ebony keys,
he is able to span five octaves in
the pitch wave. Twelve pipes are
needed to produce one octave.
The keys are from a 1923 Moller organ. Pipes average 80 years
in age. For comparative pur
poses, a small community church
may have as few as 600 pipes
with large cathedrals as many as
10,000. The organ of the First
Methodist Church of Hasbrouck
Heights, of which Jack and his
family are members, boasts 1,200
pipes.
Total cost of the prototype
model fell short of $1,000, not
including labor. If Jack were to
figure his time spent in creating,
it would easily be assessed at no
less than $2,000.
And this is why church organs
sell for as high as a half-million
dollars. There are only 400 em
ployed organ makers in the world
today. Of these, only 100 know
the art of fashioning soft, solder-Jike alloys into pipes ranging
from 38 feet high and two feet
wide, to pencil-thin cylinders
with holes the size of pin heads.
A glimpse of the interior—with
air channels, movable slots and a
board with hundreds of holes in
it—would baffle any engineer un
orientated in music, as everything
is set to scale.
A reservoir, or regulator, sits
beneath the organ, providing it
with a steady stream of air under
pressure.
While practice teaching in New
Milford this past semester, Jack
rolled the portable around on a
dolly from classroom to class
room, giving lectures and musical
demonstrations. Each pipe lifts
easily from its designated slot,
with the legs coming off with the
removal of a half-dozen screws.
Not one nail went into the
making of the portable. Jack
"instructed it using only screws
id glue.
Because there are more than
000 varieties of pipe designs,
ick carefully planned the right
ombination to achieve the finest

sound possible. By pulling out
both stop knobs (above his left
hand), the metal and wood pipes
join to produce a lasting cre
scendo.
Building organs consumes al
most all his time, but not all of
it. A natural designer, Jack ren
dered a modern church to scale.
Someday, he hopes to manufac
ture organs and design cathe
drals. He feels his portable could
be marketed for $1,200.
Most impressive of Jack’s ac
complishments—at least in size—
is the 1,000-pipe organ currently
under construction in his home.
The wind supply is located in the
cellar, with the pipes arranged in
geometrical design in the attic,
where the console will also be
situated.
When completed, this custombuilt organ will be valued at
$20,000. Only Jack believes the
(Continued to Page 5, Col. 5)

The news that RCA Victor’s
new recording artists, the Limeliters, will be performing at
Montclair State has stimulated
conversation and prompted ques
tions concerning the merits and
accomplishments of this popular
group.
In an age of standardization
and trend following, the Limeliters offer their public a re
freshingly different blend of vo
cal and instrumental folk music
combined with a rare breed of
hilarity that they describe as “in
stitutional satire.” Praised by
Variety as “sharp and hip to the
times,” their wide appeal is based
on the rousing enthusiasm of
their traditional folk material
combined with sophisticated, upto-the-minute humor. T h e i r
unique arrangements are belted
out with a hard-driving style
that has prompted one critic to
comment that “they make three
voices sound like, six,”
Critics Praise Limeliters
After a review appearance at
San Francisco’s Geary Theatre,
Jim Estes of the San Francisco
Chronicle (September 15, 1960)
headlined “Limeliters Steal Show
. .
and then went on to heap
praise on the group: “The Lime
liters have risen to top rank in
their singing together and their
performance T u e s d a y night
showed why.
They brought down the house
. . . Lou Gottlieb, the spokesman
of the group proved himself one
of the funniest men in show bus
iness whether singing comic ly
rics, introducing their numbers,
clowning with colleagues, Alex
Hassilev and Glen Yarbrough,
Gottlieb kept the audience roar
ing.”
And after the Limeliters’ Hol
lywood Bowl, Margaret Harford,
of the Los Angeles Mirror News
glowed: “The Limeliters convul
sed the crowd, stopped the pro
ceedings, and were finally per
suaded to produce an encore.
They probably could have stayed

on over the weekend if the man
agement hadn’t insisted the show,
must go on.”
While Albert Goldberg of the
Los Angeles Times enthused:
“The Limeliters . . . injected fun
and high spirits . . . and stirred
up such a storm of applause that
two encores had to be added af
ter their second appearance be
fore the show could proceed.”
Chance Meeting
Before the chance meeting in
Los Angeles which resulted in
their merger, Lou Gottlieb, Alex
Hassilev and Glenn Yarbrough
had each worked as single sup
per club acts. Glenn Yarbrough
had - been singing at a club in
Aspen, Colorado, called The Limelite—hence, the group’s name.
He returned yearly, eventually
bought the lease, and called in
Alex Hassilev as his partner.
Alex, a professional actor in
numerous off-Broadway shows,
left Aspen to do a quickie horror
movie. To pay his expenses, he
opened a single singing act in
Cosmo Alley. Later he was joined
by Glenn, and the act became a
duo.
At this time, Lou Gottlieb met
the duo. Lou, an original member
of the Gateway Singers, who had
also written several hit arrange
ments for the Kingston Trio, or
ganized the trio as “The Lime
liters” and opened July 23 at San
Francisco’s “hungry i,” three days
after the duo (Yarbrough and
Hassilev) closed at Cosmo Alley.
The group’s five-month en
gagement at the “hungry i” was
an instant and overwhelming
success. Enrico Banducci, owner

irresistible and was booked into
San Fransico’s Purple Onion as
a single comic. “I’m a performer,”
says Lou, “and if I go three weeks
without performing I get sick.”
A top arranger, Gottlieb has
scored such hit tunes for the
Kingston Trio as “Miss Bailey”
and “Good News.”
Classical Guitarist
When Glenn Yarbrough joined
the Limeliters, he had already
established himself as an out
standing single night club act at
the Gate of Horn in Chicago, the
previously-mentioned Cosmo Al
ley in Los Angeles and, of course,
the Limelite in Aspen, Colorado.
On the stand, the thirty-yearold Glenn plays the classical
guitar and is the main solo voice
of the group. A lyric tenor with
unusual clarity and warmth,
Glenn approaches a song with
effortless poise and a refreshing
air of relaxation. The audience
response is immediate and over
whelming. It is obvious that here
is an artist who loves to sing and
who simply lets music freely pour
out of him.
Like his colleagues, Glenn’s
career has been a checkered one.
He attended St. John’s College in
Annapolis and studied philosophy
at Mexico City College. In 1955,
he was the bouncer in a New
York City hotel, while studying
classical Greek by day.
Linguist Shines
Alex Hassilev, dark-haired,
fianjo-playing baritone, is a com
bination musician, actor and lin
guist. Bom in France of Russian
parents, twenty-eight - year - old

MSC Comparable
To Albany State?
by Petitmort Four Rire
There is probably no one not enough—or, at least, it does
among us >at Montclair who, at not seem to be enough—to satisfy
one time or another, has escaped the student morale. Albany State
an intellectual siege in which and Montclair State suffer alike
teachers’ colleges have been from the influence of a college
nicely catalogued into a painfully wide wail that the campus atmos
low academic grouping. Whether phere and educational provisions
or not we are willing to accept are equivalent merely to “high
our high “comparative” rating as school-plus”. This attitude, along
a teachers’ college, such calcu with its sorry ramifications, is too
lated derision hits us directly in seriously infectious a seed of aca
our all-too-human pride, and we demic inertia and discontent on
quite naturally bristle at its on our own campus to be lightly dis
slaught.
missed.
In doing so, however, perhaps
For one thing, this feeling
we bypass the opportunity for seems to have produced a uni
critical self-evaluation which we form, conditioned rancor among
so urgently need. If a mirror of various student and faculty
our campus, our classes and our groups; but it has not, at the same
activities are the missing agent time, resulted in the beneficial
in this analysis, we might do well stimulus that might normally fol
to read and consider the article low. Our students, like those at
on Albany State College in the Albany State, indulge in violent
January 20 issue of the Saturday self-criticism, but they are far
Review.
too conservative to act upon this
This discerning essay presents emotion. They choose, rather than
the New York college (also be branded as rebels, to com
geared for future high school promise and to accept their medi
teachers) in the clarity of all its ocrity; and thus it is not merely
merits and its shortcomings, and apathy, but complacent coward
the over-all picture, though not ice, that deters any appreciable
entirely undesirable, is certainly self-renewal or improvement.
not one of ideal campus life. The
Student Conservativism
point we might most profitably
A typical example to this stu
consider here is that Albany dent conservativism may be
State, in regard to both its good found any day in almost any
and its bad aspects, is uncom classroom where the presiding
fortably similar to MSC.
professor delivers a lecture. Note
A sound high school academic books adorn each desk, pens and
average, for instance, is required pages flashing in the only bright
of students entering both institu resemblance to emotional activ
tions. Both can boast high ratings ity, and in many cases the paper
as teachers’ colleges; but that is
(Continued to Page 5, Col. 4)

THE LIMELITERS
of the famous basement bistro,
marveled at their, ability to warm
up the coldest, most jaded after
theatre crowds. Said Banducci,
“Even the old die-hards who tell
me they hate all folk songs and
folk singers can’t resist this
bunch — Thé Limeliters leave
them screaming for more at
eyery show.”
Literate Spokesman
Lou Gottlieb, the group’s lofty
comic spokesman, is truly unique
in the annuals of show business
—he is the only leader of a vocal
trio and stand-up comic on rec
ord who has been awarded the
degree, Doctor of Philosophy. Dr.
Gottlieb received his degree with
a thesis composed of an edition
of twenty-one hitherto unpub
lished cyclic masses of the fif
teenth century. He is also the
associate editor and frequent
contributor to the magazine,
“Jazz—a quarterly of American
Music.”
In addition to being a music
ologist and an authority of note
on folk music, Gottlieb has man
aged to crowd quite a career in
show business into his thirty-six
years. After a three-year hitch
with the Gateway Singers, he
left the group to return to his
academic pursuits. Once he had
the Ph.D., however, Lou again
found the lure of show business

Alex speaks fluent French, Por
tugese, Spanish and Russian, and
sings in over a dozen languages
and dialects. His innumerable ac
cents range from Smokey Moun
tain wail to Ural Mountain grunt,
often, as in the case of “Hard,
Ain’t it Hard” during the same
song.
Although he considers himself
to be the antithesis of the Ivy
League folk singers, Alex admits
spending one year at Harvard—
“my parents considered it the
status school”—before transfer
ring to the University of Chicago.
After a tour of duty in the U. S.
Army, Hassilev pursued an act
ing career. Of his one horror
movie he remarks, “unlike most
films, the horror in this movie
was intentional.”
He possesses amazing versatil
ity, the result of years of thea
trical training and experience. On
stage he switches from the guitar
to the five-string banjo with the
relaxed ease of a virtuoso.
The Limeliters sing in over a
dozen languages, including seven
Asiatic tongues. What’s more,
they can even make you feelyou
understand theml Whether in
English or Russian, their audi
ences laugh just as hard.”
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P O E T ’S C O R N E R
This is the first publication of Poet’s Corner. It is the intent of
the editors to publish poetry submitted by the student body. We
openly accept any criticisms the student body may have concerning
the poetry. One week a poem will be published, the following week
criticisms will appear. We reserve the right to publish any criticisms.
Finite man searches infinite Space
And calls his search Life.
A babe cries and the search begins.
A senility sighs and the search ends.
Birth and Death find finite man
searching infinite Space
And calling his search Life.
A three dimensional prisoner of the Fourth.
A dweller in a catacomb of discarded vessels.
A shadow in a passage way.
A dweller upon, within, and with a sphere.
Man is Life and Man is Death.
Man is Hope and Man is Desolation.
Man is Charity and Man is Hate.
Man is a quest for Shantih.
Man is a quest for
Man is a quest
Man is a,
Man is, . . Man is, . . Man is. . .
Finite man searches infinite Space
And calls his search Life.

College Seeks Frontiers
In Space-Expanding Age
by Joyce
With the arrival of the spring
semester at MSC, steeped in news
of manned orbital flights and
moon rockets, one notes with sat
isfaction that the steadfast Alma
Mater has begun to cast aside its
remnants of antiquity and is add
ing twentieth century facilities to
its expanding campus.
The ivy-covered walls of our
Alma Mater are now the scene
of busy bee activity as denimclad, industrious workers scurry
about, performing a multitude of
mysterious and noisy tasks.
Against the panoramic stretches
of our parking facilities, rise the
stark skeletons of what will soon
prove to be the dwelling places of
MSC scholars in the dusky future.
The old familiar atmosphere of
our musty but well-loved College
Hall crumbles before the March
of Time and the advances of the
reconstruction crew, as plans
proceed for an improvement of
fire control and increased class
room facilities. Revered old

Tender Is
The Worm
With the newspapers full of
stories telling of “storms and
stresses” prevailing in the world,
it is refreshing to read a story
that allows one to forget the
world problems.
*GASTON by William Saroyan
is a story of a divorced man
whose little daughter is visiting
him. During the course of her
visit, the father buys two peaches,
one for himself and one for his
daughter.
Upon opening the peach, a bug
creeps out of the inner part of the
pit onto the white plate. Immedi
ately, the little girl wants to
crush it. The father explains to
her that this bug, Gaston, has a
reason for living just as we all
do. Knowing this the girl wants
another peach with a Gaston in
side.
After searching through three
stores, thé father returns with
a peach. He discovers the little
girl preparing to leave for a
party. She tells him she is not
coming back, that she is flying
to New York in the morning.
The father asks, “Where is Gas
ton?” She replies, “I squashed
him.”
s He watched his daughter ride
off in the car. He turned and
walked away “feeling a little, he
thought, like Gaston on the white
plate.”
* ATLANTIC MONTHLY
FEBRUARY, 1962

)

Steiger
Stone Hall is witnessing the ma
turation of a younger brother and
the library staff watches with
fevered anxiety as A bomb-like
explosions prepare the site of the
future ultra-modem book haven.
Thus, as Father Time swings
his sharpened sickle over the
spires of MSC, we, the students
of today witness through the haze
of crumbling sod and plaster
walling, the path of progress
which points to new advantages
for MSC and scholars of tomor
row.

Page Five

List Details Jobs
For Summer '62
A directory which lists summer
jobs for college students through
out the United States is now
available.
The SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
DIRECTORY gives the names
and addresses of 1,367 organiza
tions which want to employ col
lege students. It also gives the
positions open, salary, and sug
gestions on how to make applica
tion—a sample letter of applica
tion and a personal data sheet.
There are all types of summer
camp jobs listed in every state;
there are jobs at resorts in the
New England States, the North
eastern States, the Great Lakes
area, and the Western States.
College' students are needed in:
20 national parks and national
monuments, 34 ranches in the
West and New York State, sum
mer theatres in 15 states, business
and industry at scattered loca
tions, and various departments
of the government In addition
to these popular summer employ
ers, many other organizations
list their needs for summer help.
Students wishing summer work
make application to the employ
ers listed in the directory. Em
ployers are included at their own
request, and they invite applica
tions from college students.
The SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
DIRECTORY is available, at most
colleges, in the student employ
ment office, the library, or the
Dean’s office. Also, a considerable
number of public libraries now
have a copy of this directory.
Students who wish to have a
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT DI
RECTORY for their own use may
obtain a copy by sending $3.00
to the publisher: National Direc
tory Service, Dept. C, Box 32065,
Cincinnati 32, Ohio.

From Where I Sat . . .
by John Dawes
The attraction now appearing at the Music Box Theatre is one
of the wittiest vehicles I have ever seen. Starring Cyril Ritchard in
the title role of Romulus with Kathleen Nesbitt as his empress, this
new Gore Vidal play is a dramatization of the last days of the
Roman Empire.
Romulus has become emperor after teaching history for many
years so that, in effect, he has become what he used to teach. He
realizes the internal decay of Rome and does nothing to correct the
situation or avert the fall that must result from the inner rot attack
ing Rome. Despite the pleadings of his wife and ministers, he does
not act to counter the impending, invasion of the Goths and their
dreaded Gothicism.
To Romulus the destruction of Rome is necessary to his life,
and he is content to raise his chickens (named after his illustrious
ancestors) while all about him crumbles, including the Roman eagle
which molts sadly above the scene. Cracks appear in the columns
of his villa just as they have appeared in the society he has come
to rule.
As the Goths come nearer and nearer to Rome with their dreaded
slogan, “Progress and Slavery,” Romulus auctions off the family
statues to raise money to pay the last of his retainers. His gold-leaved
crown, which he has been using for credit, is reduced to two leaves
and still he cannot be concerned.
Now a subplot is introduced. Romulus’ daughter, Rea, is in love
with Aemilian who has returned, horribly disfigured, from the wars
with the Goths. Aemilian represents the last hope of the court. When
he fails to convince the emperor to act, a plot to eliminate Rpmulus
is hatched, but the emperor out-talks his opponents and survives.
The Goths reach Rome; the empress flees and Rpmulus and his
chief minister devise a medical aid plan for the aged—on a voluntary
basis, of course. Word now reaches the emperor that his daughter,
his wife and Aemilian have been killed in .a storm as they fled by
sea. This fazes Romulus little since he feels that he will shortly
join them and settles down to breakfast while awaiting the arrival
of Ottaker the Gothic Butcher.
The black-shirted-fascist-symbol-Goths arrive, and although
Romulus expects death, the Gothic leader explains that he, too, is
a chicken breeder, and as the curtain falls, Romulus and Ottaker sign
a pledge to make the world safe for poultry.
Played against a beautifully decaying set, Romulus is truly a
rewarding play.
The first act moves along well but the second, with its introduc
tion of the Rea-Aemilian love plot, is slow and plodding. The at
tempted assassination is well played but not in context with the
rest of the play. The third act is wonderfully hilarious and the
drawing together of modern-day fascism and Roman imperialism
is well handled. The moral is lost but the comic effect is great.
The set, making full use of the stage apron and proscenium
(as the pediment of the villa, with its molting eagle and SPQR),
makes the play effective and dazzling. The stage itself is so lavishly
decorated-though covered with dust, floored with cracked tiles and a
roof supported by cracked columns that it completes the illusion of a
decaying civilization “consumed by that which it was nourished by.”

MSC Comparable
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 3)
is more receptive than the mind
that causes it to be marked.
Everything, it seems, is neatly
systemized. The aesthetic content
of a subject is too often subli
mated to “how it may be pre
sented to the average high school
sophomore”. (And I believe that
this approach is not essentially
the fault of the faculty, but of the
students’ own lassitude.)
“Required” subjects are sub
mitted to universal derision.
“Music Appreciation” courses
have deteriorated into a lost apol
ogy for the sublimity of sound.
Any truly intellectual soul—if he
is courageous enough to bear the
assertion of his knowledge to the
light of the stigma dealt him—is
justified in feeling dismayed at
the prospect of approaching his
favorite subjects so coldly.
Fevered Idolatry
Intellectual dilettantes are not
the sole product of this dimming
atmosphere, however, for socially
we of the “Harvard of teachers’
colleges” also suffer a fevered
idolatry. We are sure the exalted
University of Such-and-So has
faculties twice as grand, organi
zations twice as efficient, activi
ties twice as splashy as ours.
Whether or not this is true,
there are few overt signs of any
attempted remedies on our part.
A kind of self-deception forbids
greater participation in student
concerns. We lavish “big-campus” colleges with adulation re
garding fraternities and sorori
ties, yet we cling quietly to the
petty allegiances we have formed
with our own “small-time”
groups. There seems to be no
light of dissent to break the torpid
mist.
Yet if there were to be a voice
raised against this lack of esprit,
of creativity, would it be de
claimed as “unprofessional”. If
so, who is to speak first? Who is
to shout loud enough in this un
certain teachers’ college (where
a good portion of the students sire
loathe to teach as a profession)
to be heard as a constructive in
fluence,
The question is, of course, dif
ficult to answer. Perhaps it will
not be answered at all. Perhaps
it need not be; for the writer of
this article is not so biased as to
ignore the fact that the quandary
we experience here at Montclair,
and that is felt at Albany State,
is neither unique nor limited to
teachers’ colleges. Hundreds of
other instiutions, larger and
smaller than our own, assuredly
suffer from similar inaction.
The fact that these colleges do
fall short of their noble concepts,
however, should not provide us
with an excuse to accept our own
condition without retort. If we
cannot consummate an ideal, we
can at least try harder to do so.
Certainly there is no intrinsic
fault we possess that should pre
vent our becoming “better than
average”—not only as a teachers’
college, but as a college of higher
education in its fullest sense.

Tree^Stealing Students
L ive W eekends In Jail
Troy, N. Y. (AP)—Six college
students will spend their week
ends in jail for about three
months for taking a big spruce
tree from a cemetery and using
it for a Christmas tree in their
fraternity house.
The six, students at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute and mem
bers of Delta Tau Delta frater
nity, pleaded guilty yesterday to
disorderly conduct.
Justice Joseph F. Daly ordered
them to begin serving their sen
tences at 5 p.m. Feb. 9. They
will be released at 6 a.m. Mon
day to attend classes but must
return to jail again each week
end until their 30-day sentences
are up.

SGA Minutes
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 4)
ting up car pools and parking
spaces will be reserved for these
students.
Assembly—Ken Wolff reported
that Alpha Phi Omega, the serv
ice fraternity, has volunteered to
be ushers. The schedule of as
semblies has been prepared.
Student Advisory Board—Presi
dent Villani announced that a
meeting of the Board will be held
Tuesday, February 13, in Davilla
Mills room at 4:30.
The meeting was adjourned at
5:50 p. m.

Peters Builds Organ
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 2)
house will not be big enough to
contain all the “noise” when the
organ plays at its maximum ca
pacity. This problem, he says
grimly, he refuses to face as yet.
His father, Elwyn Peters, fol
lows his son’s progress closely. A
former engineer who is now pro
duction manager at CurtissWright Electronics Division, Mr.
Peters advises Jack, but with the
latter always making the final
decisions.
His mother, Mrs. Grace Peters,
who is president of the Board of
Education, simply sighs in be
wilderment when her son ex
plains the intricate functions of
the big organ, which is electric
ally controlled.
“He works, I leave him alone.
He plays, I listen,” she said
understandingly.
The Class of ’63 at Newark
College of Engineering pre
sents the fabulous Four Lads
on Sunday, March 4, 1962 at
the Mosque Theatre at 3 p. m.
Orchestra—$2.50; Orch. Circle
—:$2.25; Dress Circle—$2.00;
Mezzanine and Balcony—$1.75.
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Montclair Splits Washington Games;
Tops Bowie 89-61, Loses To Howard
Sportrait . . .
by Joe Snow
In the column last September
I previewed a newcomer to the
Montclair faculty and coaching
squad, indicating that he would
soon carve an individual niche in
a hopeful sports scene.
Coach David L. Watkins has
done this and more, establishing
himself as one of the predomi
nant and dynamic personalities
on our campus.
Iowa TJ. Tilm Star
A brief history would go like
this: bom and bred in Pennsyl
vania, graduated from Penn State,
and completed his Masters work
at State University of Iowa with
his thesis being oh the effective
ness of motion pictures in cor
recting batting problems.
Soccer Pilot Too
Definitely
a
well-rounded
coach, Mr. Watkins led a revived
soccer team to its first winning
season ever, before assuming
duties with the JV basketball
squad that has piled up an im
pressive 10-3 record to date.'
There is, with Coach Watkins,
an infectious enthusiasm and
“all-out” determination to “play
the game” and to always perform
as a co-ordinated unit. This he is
able to transfer to his teams.
Another potent ingredient that
makes him a successful coach is
his geniality and willingness to
co-operate while maintaining
high standards of professional
distance and group respect.
It is these qualities, then, that
have made his efforts winning

Coach Watkins
ones and catapulted him into the
limelight-through sincere pur
pose, dedication, desire and work.
Main Interest Baseball
Married and residing in North
Caldwell, Mr. Watkins is soon to
have the opportunity of coaching
the sport in which he sparkled
while a collegian, baseball. He
has been appointed Assistant
Varsity Baseball coach for the
coming season.
In this, too, we wish him suc
cess and hope that he will con
tinue at Montclair as already he
has proved a valuable addition
for a much needed solid sports
foundation.
SGA
An organizational meeting
will be held on Monday, Feb
ruary 26, at 7:30 in the snack
bar.
The president, treasurer and
advisor of each class A organi
zation are required to attend,
the classes, fraternities and
sororities are invited to attend.

Howard’s 6’7" William Bodie minute of play and gradually
chipped in three taps and one increased that lead by means of
layup to push the Negro team a press which flattened the
ahead, but Todd Jenkins and Bulldog’s ball control.
Szem teamed up for three more
Montclair methodically mashed
shots to enable the Indians to Bowie by hitting on 47% of its
lead at half-time at the short shots in the game and by scoring
end of a 38-37 tally.
over one-half of the total score
within the three-second area.
Comeback Effort Slips
The Black-and-Yellow defense
Howard switched to team play aided our cause with 21 personal
as all five starters scored at the fouls, enabling the Indians to
beginning of the end to push score 27 free throws, while MSC
ahead for keeps. Szem struck only committed nine personals,
back with five consecutive points the lowest amount all season.
on two layups and a free throw; Adding the fact that Bowie was
he was matched, however, by able to hit on only 20% (10 for
Paul Gist who stepped into the 50) in the first half and 32% in
spotlight by throwing up seven the final 20 minutes compounds
straight. Howard maintained its the causes for the rout. Bowie’s
margin until Szem and Capitano outside shooting was almost a
paced a comeback bid in the complete loss in the initial half
closing minutes, Szem tossing in (5 for 37).
seven tallies on two layups, a
Pete Capitano led the Mont
jumper, and a free throw and clair scorers with 25 points and
Cappy sinking a layup, jump, was followed by Paul Szem (13),
and two fouls, as Montclair Tommy Johnson (12), and Lou
moved up, 78-73. But big Bodie Grob (10). Jack Smith (21) and
blasted the Indian’s hopes as he Fred Neal (20) attempted to
converted five free throws and a avert the inevitable.
tap-in to keep the Bisons ahead.
Gam. Av.pr
Howard’s balanced o f f e n s e
Pts. Pl’yd Gam.
boasted four players in double Player
428 18 24.9
figures: B o d i e (27 points), Capitano, Pete
171 14 12.2
Grayson (18), Gist (17), and Will Locascio, Joe
7.1
Holland (11). Montclair’s scoring Johnson, Tommy 128 18
124 18
6.9
was charged by postman Szem Lauten, Mike
6.1
and the dependable Capitano; Pawlowski, Vlad. 111 18
95
6 15.8
Paul hit for 13 goals and seven Szem, Paul
5.3
95 18
fouls to score 34 points, his high Grob, Lou
5.5
88 16
est total this season for the home Votto, Frank
6.7
87 13
Paul Szem pulls down one of 21 rebounds against Monmouth College
five, and Pete sank six shots and Jenkins, Todd
42
9.6
5
eight free throws for 20. These Francis, Lynn
4.0
40 10
two accounted for over half the Dziadosz, Bob
2.3
23 10
Sekella, Ken
Indian’s total.
4
1.5
6
This win marked Howard’s Storm, George
1
3.0
3
fifth in a row. Ironically, this Woods, Dennis
1
1.0
1
victory skein follows on the heels Brower, Dave
of an eight straight losing streak;
Food for thought: Lauten and
the Bison’s record for the season Grob are the only starting sen
is 5-8.
iors on the team. Capitano, LoWins Over Bowie
cascio, and Szem are sophomores.
by Dave Fixler
The previous afternoon, Mont Johnson, Jenkins, and Votto are
weight Larry Sciacchetano won
Montclair’s wrestlers w e r e
thrown for a fall after grappling by a fall in the final match of clair inaugurated its Washington juniors. Pawlowski is a fresh
invasion by slamming Bowie man. One may draw any con
with a CCNY squad during their the day.
The Jayvees were forced to State Teachers, 89-61. It was a clusion one wishes.
NY match Saturday. The loss was
a surprise in that this was the forfeit five matches, and there simple Nstory of tight defense and
first Indian loss in three contests " fore put any possibility of vic unstoppable offense as the visit
against this traditionally weak tory out of reach for the three ing Indians built a lead, never
EVENTS OF THE WEEK
relinquished, in the very first
contests covered.
team.
Basketball:
Sciacchetano, Mizerek, Moore,
Friday, February 9—Jersey
and Semas counted the four
-«--w-■ -■
City State—Away—8:30
Montclair coups, but a lack of
I —■
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depth and the now endemic forJA A c lA A
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Saturday, February 10—
feitures overrode these individual
1 J
Cheyney State—Home—
victories. The greatest single
^
* -w- y
-w-■ 9
mat
8:30, JV at 6:45
cause of the team loss was the
I ■ /“v i i T V Y
I
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Tuesday, February 3—
forfeitures. We didn’t even have
[ A l l W XX
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Trenton State—Away—
a man to try and win.
8:30
by Pat Kedian
In the varsity 125-lb. match,
Wrestling:
freshman Burt Wasserman lost
The Indian JV quintet suffered Woods and Butula sparked the
by a fall. A new personality on their third defeat of the season Indians in the second half.
Saturday, February 10—East
the wrestling mats, Burt lost
Stroudsburg SC—Home—
Leading
the
way
for
the
Pirate
mainly to inexperience and a last Thursday, as the Seton Hall hoopsters was Dec (40), followed
2:00 p.m.
“Pirates”
walked
them
off
the
weight deficit. Weighing in eight
by Plocinik (19), Finnegan (17),
Support Your Team . . .
pounds short is giving away a plank, 104-91.
Murray (14), and Slaton (10).
The
visiting
South
Orange
. . . Hit The Home Games
great deal in a man-for-man,
This defeat leaves the JV team
squad, with the services of the
pound-for-pound sport.
with a record of 12-3.
The 130-lb. contest again went very capable Richard Dec using
the
fast
break
to
counteract
to the opposition for lack of a
M o n t c l a i r challenge. Seven Montclair’s pressing defense,
pounds up the scale, Walt Saut scored consistently as indicated
ter lost a tough match in a good by their breaking the century
mark. Throughout the game the
effort in the 130-lb. contest.
Blue and White worked and
In the 147-lb. class Dave Fix- scored under the boards with
ler lost to a tough opponent. His
short, driving shots.
man finished second in the Mets
The Indian five at the end of
last year to our own Mizerek.
At 157-lbs. Bob Mizerek won the first half were trailing 56-45.
a hot match for the first' of our Woods, La tore and Young were
four wins. He now has the best standouts for “State” during the
team record, 5-0-0, and is still first half with Woods leading the
undefeated in his college career. way. Dec, of Seton Hall, ac
counted for 27 points during this
Bob Moore won a fine match half and had the game high with
in a class that he does not nor 40.
mally belong in, the 157-pounder.
During the early moments of
Usually a 147-pounder, Bob’s
wrestling in the upgraded class the second half, Montclair put on
again illustrates the strain on a fast break scoring drive to
the members of the team due to narrow the contest to 76t75 but
Dec and the “Hall” proved to be
the lack of depth.
, In the 167-lb. class, Joe Semas too much for the Indians and
grappled his way to a very one moved ahead 92-75 midway into
sided victory for the third win of the second half and were never
seriously challenged again. The
the contest at New York.
Winding up the meet, Heavy- play making of Rosen, Borges,

by Ken Villani
Montclair Bill No. 1962 came
to Washington this past weekend
and received a split vote as the
Hank Schmidt “Indians” were
buffaloed by the Bisons of How
ard University, 88-81, bringing
State’s slate to 12-6, and then
knifed Bowie 89-61.
Saturday night, a tall and tow
ering Howard unit took advan
tage of visiting M o n t c l a i r ’ s
double-teaming full court press
to spring its skyscrapers loose
underneath the basket, resulting

in the scoring of almost one-half
its points on taps or layups.
The Red-and-White jumped to
a 10-3 lead on jumpers by Pete
Capitano, Paul Szem, and Mike
Lauten (2) but Howard re
sponded with 5’9" Roscoe Gray
son who peeled off nine straight
counters to push the hosts ahead,
17-13. Paul Szem, one-half of
Montclair’s high-scoring “PeterPaul” combination, paced a fol
lowing resurgence with two more
goals. Continuing the give-andtake of individual supremacy,

MSC Matmen Lose
Match To

